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3The Parallel Universe

oneAPI Turns Four
It has been four years since Raja Koduri (Intel Chief 
Architect) announced the oneAPI industry initiative 
at the 2018 Intel Architecture Day. He tweeted the 
following to mark the occasion: 

“4th anniversary of oneAPI reveal at 2018 architecture day. Came 
a long way – almost 10x increase in developer adoption since the 
2020 beta release with support from key HPC, AI and rendering 
frameworks. Fine beginnings with a lot more evolution ahead.”

In honor of the four-year anniversary of oneAPI, much of this issue focuses on SYCL* and oneAPI libraries 
like oneMKL and oneDPL. The feature article is The Case for SYCL*, in which I outline the reasons why 
the current version of ISO* C++ is insufficient for heterogeneous parallelism. In a nutshell, C++ has 
no concept of an accelerator device, so it has no concept of device discovery, disjoint memories, or 
exception handling across device boundaries. All is not lost, however, as future C++ versions are likely 
to adapt to hardware heterogeneity. Host-device data transfer was discussed in a previous article: The 
Maxloc Reduction in oneAPI (The Parallel Universe, Issue 48). The SYCL device discovery API will be 
covered in a future article. From there, we turn our attention to Migrating C++ Thrust* Applications to 
SYCL* and oneAPI DPC++ Library (oneDPL), which describes how to modernize and accelerate C++ 
code using open, non-proprietary libraries. In the next article, DPEcho: General Relativity with SYCL* for 
the 2020s and Beyond, Salvatore Cielo (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre, Garching by Munich), Alexander 
Pöppl (Intel Corporation), Luca Del Zanna (Università degli Studi di Firenze, Sesto Fiorentino), and Matteo 
Bugli (Università degli Studi di Torino, Turin) describe how they ported one of their critical scientific 
applications to SYCL.

3The Parallel Universe

Letter from the Editor
Henry A. Gabb, Senior Principal Engineer at Intel Corporation, is a longtime high-performance and 
parallel computing practitioner who has published numerous articles on parallel programming. He 
was editor/coauthor of “Developing Multithreaded Applications: A Platform Consistent Approach” 
and program manager of the Intel/Microsoft Universal Parallel Computing Research Centers.

https://software.intel.com/articles/optimization-notice#opt-en
https://twitter.com/RajaXg/status/1601904310912438272
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4The Parallel Universe

This might be a good time to mention that 
Codeplay has released oneAPI plugins for 
Nvidia and AMD GPUs. Also, the ArrayFire team 
has joined Intel “...to deliver on a shared vision 
of open-source accelerated computing with 
oneAPI... The ArrayFire open-source project will 
continue to follow The ArrayFire Mission. It will 
be governed by its maintainers sponsored by 
various companies, including Google, Twitter, 
VoltronData, and now Intel.” You may recall from 
previous articles in The Parallel Universe that 
ArrayFire is a high-level abstraction for write 
once, run anywhere heterogeneous parallelism: 
ArrayFire Interoperability with oneAPI, Libraries, and OpenCL and Accelerating the 2D Fourier Correlation 
Algorithm with ArrayFire and oneAPI.

I return to my “old school” roots in Accelerating LU Factorization Using Fortran, oneMKL, and 
OpenMP* to demonstrate how to efficiently manage host-device data transfer while offloading math 
library functions to an accelerator using the OpenMP heterogeneous parallel directives.

From there, we turn our attention to artificial intelligence applications powered by oneAPI. The Intel® 
SIHG4SR Solution for the ACM RecSys Challenge 2022 describes Intel’s high-ranking entry to this 
recommender system challenge. Good or Bad Pill?: Computer Vision for the Pharmaceutical Industry 
showcases the Visual Quality Inspection AI Reference Kit. This end-to-end computer vision and deep 
learning pipeline identifies defective pills in a pharmaceutical manufacturing process. If you’re interested 
in doing stable diffusion (a fun, but serious, deep learning model that can convert text descriptions to 
images) on your personal computer, Running TensorFlow* Stable Diffusion on Intel® Arc™ GPUs has 
you covered. This article walks you through the process from setup to execution.

As always, don’t forget to check out Tech.Decoded for more information on Intel® solutions for code 
modernization, visual computing, data center and cloud computing, data science, systems and IoT 
development, and heterogeneous parallel programming with oneAPI.

Henry A. Gabb 
January 2023

https://software.seek.intel.com/parallel-universe-magazine
https://software.intel.com/articles/optimization-notice#opt-en
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6The Parallel Universe

Once you work in computational science long enough, you know that programming languages and 
tools come and go. Few of us have the luxury of working in a single programming language anymore. 
When I joined Intel in 2000, my projects were a mix of Fortran, C, and to my dismay, C++. I wasn’t a fan 
of C++ back then. It took a long time to compile, I didn’t see much point to objects or object-oriented 
programming, and the constructs that made the language expressive also made it slow.1 

Consequently, I wasn’t thrilled about having to relearn C++ when I started using oneAPI. The direct 
programming approach of oneAPI is Khronos SYCL*, which is based on ISO* C++17. However, I was 
surprised at how different C++17 looked compared to C++ circa 2000. It was still cryptic, but very 
expressive, and dare I say, productive, especially when combined with the C++ Standard Template Library 

Henry A Gabb, Senior Principal Engineer and Editor-in-Chief of The Parallel Universe, 
Intel Corporation

Why ISO* C++ Is Not Enough for Heterogeneous 
Computing

The Case for SYCL*

1 C++ compilers have improved significantly over the last 20 years, so this is no longer true.

https://software.intel.com/articles/optimization-notice#opt-en
https://www.khronos.org/sycl/
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7The Parallel Universe

(STL) and oneAPI libraries. Which brings me to the topic of this discussion: SYCL and its relation to ISO 
C++.

C++ is an excellent programming language (despite what the Rust* advocates say2) that has withstood 
the test of time. There are a lot of C++ programmers and billions of lines of C++ code out there. However, 
the “free lunch” that Herb Sutter wrote about ended a long time ago, and he’s now talking about the 
“hardware jungle.”3 We’re well into the era of heterogeneous parallelism, but C++ lacks key features 
necessary to exploit accelerator devices.

First, and most important, C++ has no concept of an accelerator device, so obviously there are no 
language constructs to discover what devices are available, to offload work to those devices, or to handle 
exceptions that occur in code running on a device. Exception handling is particularly complicated if 
code is running asynchronously on the host and various devices. SYCL provides C++ platform, context, 
and device classes to discover what devices are available and to query the hardware and backend 
characteristics of those devices. The queue and event classes allow the programmer to submit work 
to devices and monitor the completion of asynchronous tasks. If an error occurs in code running 
on a device, asynchronous error handlers can be triggered by the queue::wait_and_throw(), 
queue::throw_asynchronous(), or event::wait_and_throw() methods, or automatically 
upon queue or context destruction.

Second, and only slightly less important, C++ has no concept of disjoint memories. Accelerator 
devices typically have their own memory that is separate from the main memory of the host system. 
Heterogeneous parallelism requires a way to transfer data from the host memory to the device memory. 
C++ provides no such mechanism, but SYCL does in the form of buffers/accessors and pointer-based 
allocation into unified shared memory (USM).4 Host-device data transfer is done using C++ classes and/or 
familiar dynamic memory allocation syntax.

2 Search "C++ vs. Rust" for a taste of the debate.
3  The “free lunch” refers to the shift from frequency to core scaling. The “hardware jungle” refers to the proliferation of 

specialized processors.
4  SYCL also provides specialized classes for image data, but image handling is outside the scope of this discussion, 

which is to demonstrate that SYCL addresses ISO C++ limitations with respect to heterogeneous computing.

https://software.intel.com/articles/optimization-notice#opt-en
http://www.gotw.ca/publications/concurrency-ddj.htm
https://herbsutter.com/welcome-to-the-jungle/
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https://registry.khronos.org/SYCL/specs/sycl-2020/html/sycl-2020.html#sec:interface.context.class
https://registry.khronos.org/SYCL/specs/sycl-2020/html/sycl-2020.html#sec:device-class
https://registry.khronos.org/SYCL/specs/sycl-2020/html/sycl-2020.html#sec:interface.queue.class
https://registry.khronos.org/SYCL/specs/sycl-2020/html/sycl-2020.html#sec:interface.event
https://registry.khronos.org/SYCL/specs/sycl-2020/html/sycl-2020.html#subsec:buffers
https://registry.khronos.org/SYCL/specs/sycl-2020/html/sycl-2020.html#subsec:accessors
https://registry.khronos.org/SYCL/specs/sycl-2020/html/sycl-2020.html#sec:usm
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8The Parallel Universe

SYCL is C++ with extensions to support accelerator devices. It just adds a new set of C++ template 
libraries (Figure 1). This is illustrated in the following side-by-side example, which implements the 
common SAXPY (Single-precision A times X Plus Y) calculation in C++ (left) and SYCL (right):

The codes are clearly similar. The C++ code is just modified to offload the SAXPY calculation to an 
accelerator:

 • Line 1: Include the SYCL header.

 • Line 8: Create a SYCL queue for the default accelerator. If no accelerator is available, any work submitted 
to the queue will simply run on the host.

 • Lines 9–11: Allocate the work arrays in USM. The SYCL runtime will handle data transfer between the 
host and the accelerator specified in the queue object.

 • Line 19: Submit the SAXPY calculation as a C++ lambda function to be executed in parallel on the 
accelerator specified in the queue argument.

 • Line 23: Unlike some proprietary approaches to heterogeneous parallel programming, SYCL is an 
asynchronous, event-based language. Submitting work to a SYCL queue does not block the host (or 
other accelerators) from continuing to do useful work. The wait() method prevents the host from 
exiting before the accelerator completes the SAXPY calculation.

I suggested earlier that oneAPI is a productive approach to acceleration. I offer the next example as 
evidence. The STL greatly improves the productivity of C++ programmers. The oneAPI Data Parallel C++ 
Library (oneDPL) is the oneAPI accelerated implementation of the C++ STL. The following side-by-side 
example performs a maxloc reduction using the C++ STL (left) and oneDPL (right):

 1  #include <vector> 
 2 
 3  int main() 
 4  { 
 5     size_t N{...}; 
 6     float A{2.0}; 
 7 
 8 
 9     std::vector<float> X(N); 
10     std::vector<float> Y(N); 
11     std::vector<float> Z(N); 
12 
13     for (int i = 0; i < N; i++) 
14     { 
15         // Initialize the X, Y, 
16         // and Z work arrays. 
17     } 
18 
19     for (int i = 0; i < N; i++) 
20     { 
21         Z[i] += A * X[i] + Y[i]; 
22     } 
23 
24  }

 #include <CL/sycl.hpp> 
 
 int main() 
 { 
    size_t N{...}; 
    float A{2.0}; 
 
    sycl::queue Q; 
    auto X = sycl::malloc_shared<float>(N, Q); 
    auto Y = sycl::malloc_shared<float>(N, Q); 
    auto Z = sycl::malloc_shared<float>(N, Q); 
 
    for (int i = 0; i < N; i++) 
    { 
        // Initialize the X, Y, 
        // and Z work arrays. 
    } 
 
    Q.parallel_for(sycl::range<1>{N}, [=](sycl::id<1> i) 
    { 
        Z[i] += A * X[i] + Y[i]; 
    }); 
    Q.wait(); 
 }

https://software.intel.com/articles/optimization-notice#opt-en
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9The Parallel Universe

Once again, the codes are similar:

 • Lines 2–4: Include the necessary oneDPL headers.

 • Line 10 and 16: Call the oneDPL implementations of the STL max_element() and distance() 
functions.

 • Line 11: Provide an execution policy; in this case, the policy for the default accelerator. If no accelerator 
is available, any work submitted to the queue will simply run on the host.

There’s no explicit host-device data transfer in the oneDPL code. It’s handled implicitly by the runtime, 
which reinforces my contention that oneAPI offers a productive, portable approach to heterogeneous 
acceleration. It is worth noting that the SYCL programs will work on any system with a SYCL compiler and 
runtime (Figure 2).

 1  #include <iostream> 
 2  #include <vector> 
 3  #include <algorithm> 
 4   
 5   
 6  int main() 
 7  { 
 8    std::vector<int> data{2, 2, 4, 1, 1}; 
 9 
10    auto maxloc = max_element( 
11 
12                          data.cbegin(), 
13                          data.cend()); 
14 
15    std::cout << "Maximum at element " 
16      << distance(data.cbegin(), 
17                  maxloc) 
18      << std::endl; 
19  }

 #include <iostream> 
 #include <oneapi/dpl/algorithm> 
 #include <oneapi/dpl/execution> 
 #include <oneapi/dpl/iterator> 
  
 int main() 
 { 
   std::vector<int> data{2, 2, 4, 1, 1}; 
 
   auto maxloc = oneapi::dpl::max_element( 
           oneapi::dpl::execution::dpcpp_default, 
           data.cbegin(), 
           data.cend()); 
 
   std::cout << "Maximum at element " 
        << oneapi::dpl::distance(data.cbegin(), 
                                 maxloc) 
        << std::endl; 
}

Figure 1. SYCL* is just C++ with additional template libraries to support 
heterogeneous accelerators. (Source: Khronos.org/sycl)

https://software.intel.com/articles/optimization-notice#opt-en
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10The Parallel Universe

C++ is a language with entrenched programmer expectations and stability requirements, so changes to 
the standard are made carefully, albeit slowly. Heterogeneous parallelism is just one of many new features 
that future versions of C++ will have to support. The P2300R5 std::execution proposal could help 
address current limitations of C++ with respect to heterogeneity by defining a “...framework for managing 
asynchronous execution on generic execution contexts” and a “...model for asynchrony, based around ... 
schedulers, senders, and receivers...” This proposal has been sent to the Library Working Group for C++26. 
In the meantime, notice the comment in the upper-right corner of Figure 2. SYCL gives us a flexible and 
non-proprietary way to express heterogeneous parallelism while the ISO C++ standard evolves.

If you want to learn more about SYCL programming, the following sources are good places to start:

 • The SYCL 2020 Specification and SYCL 2020 API Reference Guide are my go-to resources when I’m 
writing SYCL code.

 • I briefly mentioned oneAPI above and claimed that it is a productive programming approach. Take a look 
at “Implement the Fourier Correlation Algorithm Using oneAPI” (article, webinar, source code) to see why I 
say that oneAPI is a productive programming approach. I show how to accelerate a complex algorithm in 
just a few lines of SYCL and oneMKL code.

 • I glossed over host-device data transfer using SYCL buffers and accessors. “The Maxloc Reduction in 
oneAPI” (article, webinar, source code) illustrates host-device data transfer using implicit buffering, explicit 
buffering, and USM in the context of oneDPL.

 • I also glossed exception handling in asynchronous, heterogeneous parallel SYCL code. Fortunately, 
Chapter 5: Error Handling of Data Parallel C++: Mastering DPC++ for Programming of Heterogeneous 
Systems using C++ and SYCL provides a good overview. I highly recommend this book to anyone 
interested in learning SYCL.

 • James Reinders’ HPCwire article on Solving Heterogeneous Programming Challenges with SYCL.

 • The Essentials of SYCL online tutorial.

 • The oneAPI Samples repository contains dozens of example codes illustrating SYCL and oneAPI 
programming.

Figure 2. The SYCL* compiler ecosystem is growing. (Source: Khronos.org/sycl)

https://software.seek.intel.com/parallel-universe-magazine
https://software.intel.com/articles/optimization-notice#opt-en
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11The Parallel Universe

Programmers love their libraries. Not just because we’re lazy, but because libraries boost productivity and 
performance. Why waste time optimizing common patterns, only to do it again when the target hardware 
changes? You already did the work of identifying the patterns, so why not use predefined abstractions 
like the ISO* C++ Standard Template Library (STL)? They’re ready to use and optimized by experts.

The STL is great if you’re only targeting CPUs, but the computing landscape is heterogeneous. You need 
options for more than just CPUs. Two such options are the NVIDIA Thrust* library and the oneAPI Data 
Parallel C++ Library (oneDPL). How do they compare? Both are open-source projects,1,2 but Thrust’s 
device support depends on proprietary software components (i.e., it only supports GPUs through CUB*/
CUDA*). This means vendor lock-in. On the other hand, oneDPL is based on SYCL*, which by design 
enables support for accelerators from multiple vendors.3 

Pablo Reble, Software Engineer, Intel Corporation

Using oneAPI to Modernize and Accelerate C++ 
Applications While Freeing Them from Vendor Lock-In

Migrating C++ Thrust* 
Applications to SYCL* and 
oneAPI DPC++ Library 
(oneDPL)

1 oneDPL repository: https://github.com/oneapi-src/oneDPL
2 Thrust repository: https://github.com/NVIDIA/thrust
3 The Case for SYCL: Why ISO C++ Is Not Enough for Heterogeneous Computing

https://software.intel.com/articles/optimization-notice#opt-en
https://github.com/oneapi-src/oneDPL
https://github.com/NVIDIA/thrust
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/developer/articles/technical/the-case-for-c-plus-plus-with-sycl.html
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12The Parallel Universe

It’s natural to ask how best to migrate from Thrust to the nonproprietary oneDPL. Let’s address this 
question by looking at two complementary migration strategies—a tool-assisted option and manual 
recoding—applied to two simple examples. You may have already heard about the SYCLomatic tool 
for migrating CUDA to SYCL.4 Tool-assisted, source-to-source migration has its limitations, especially 
for templated code, not necessarily in terms of functionality but in the quality and maintainability of 
the resulting code. Some manual editing and code modernization is usually necessary; for example, 
introducing newer C++ features like lambda functions or automatic type deduction. However, when 
you’re done, the resulting code is based on open standards and aligned with modern C++. Thrust has 
been around for a decade, so it’s time to upgrade your code. Let’s have a look at some code examples.

Our first example is an in-place transformation of some values in a sequence. A mask defines which 
values to transform. The function takes two input streams: one that holds values and another that holds a 
stencil sequence. Each value from the first sequence is transformed (negation in the example code) if the 
stencil value from a second input sequence fulfills certain criteria (a non-zero predicate in the example 
code):

// Thrust code snippet (stage 0) 
thrust::transform_if(dev_inp, 
                     dev_inp + 10, 
                     dev_stencil, 
                     dev_inp, 
                     thrust::negate<int>(), 
                     thrust::identity<int>());

oneDPL is closely aligned to the standard C++ algorithms. However, the STL doesn’t support stencil 
overloading, so neither does oneDPL. This pattern must be expressed differently, so SYCLomatic provides 
a functional alternative as a drop-in replacement:

// Migrated code (stage 1) 
dpct::transform_if(oneapi::dpl::execution::make_device_policy(syclQueue), 
                   dev_inp, 
                   dev_inp + 10, 
                   dev_stencil, 
                   dev_inp, 
                   std::negate<int>(), 
                   dpl::identity<int>());  // identity is a C++20 feature

We can do better by using a lambda function as a custom functor, thereby creating standard C++ 
code. This way the stencil sequence is handled differently as a generic input sequence. The predicate 
evaluation is done inside the custom functor and not hidden within the internals of a library:

// After manual editing (stage 2) 
dpl::transform(dpl::execution::dpcpp_default, 
               dev_inp, 
               dev_inp + 10, 
               dev_stencil, 
               dev_inp, 
               [&](const auto& input, const auto& mask) 
                  { 
                     return mask ? std::negate<>()(input) : input; 

                  });

4 SYCLomatic repository: https://github.com/oneapi-src/SYCLomatic. Note that the SYCLomatic examples in this 
article are for illustration purposes only. The actual result of an implementation such as the Intel® DPC++ Compatibility 
Tool might look different.

https://software.intel.com/articles/optimization-notice#opt-en
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13The Parallel Universe

Now we have expressed our pattern using STL behavior exclusively, except for the custom execution 
policy that is needed to target a SYCL device. This is an important detail that differentiates Thrust and 
oneDPL. Thrust has a default mode where the input iterator defines where to execute the algorithm. 
This is different from ISO C++, where parameters of execution are defined by the execution policy and 
not defined by iterators. oneDPL is closely aligned with standard C++ algorithms and provides a custom 
policy. You can use it to define where to execute an algorithm. For convenience, there is also a predefined 
policy that just targets the default SYCL device. Both policies are used in the stage 1 and 2 example 
codes above.

Our next migration example looks at another common pattern: sorting. The Thrust version sorts by key. 
This algorithm takes two input sequences: one that contains values and another that holds keys:

// Thrust code snippet (stage 0) 
thrust::stable_sort_by_key(dev_values, dev_values + 10, dev_keys);

Our input sequence of values is now sorted by comparing elements of the keys sequence. Once again, 
SYCLomatic provides a functional alternative because the pattern isn’t in existing ISO C++ functions:

// Migrated code (stage 1) 
dpct::stable_sort(oneapi::dpl::execution::make_device_policy(syclQue), 
                  dev_values, 
                  dev_values + 10, 
                  dev_keys);

We can do better with a custom iterator and functor. We use a zip iterator to tie the key and value 
sequence together and create a single iteration space. Our custom functor operates on value-key pairs 
only comparing the key elements. The result is slightly more verbose, but it only uses ISO C++ functions 
with generic extensions, such as custom iterators:

// After manual editing (stage 2) 
dpl::stable_sort(dpl::execution::dpcpp_default, 
                 make_zip_iterator(dev_values, dev_keys), 
                 make_zip_iterator(dev_values, dev_keys) + 10, 
                 [](const auto& a, const auto& b) 
                   { 
                      return get<1>(a) < get<1>(b); 
                   });

Libraries with accelerated implementations of C++ STL algorithms can greatly boost developer 
productivity. A tool-assisted migration step can be complemented with manual code editing to 
improve maintainability and code quality. For future development, a range-based API and the P2300R5 
std::execution proposal are viable alternatives to current overcome limitations in C++ and express the 
parallel patterns as described in this article. However, ISO C++ is not there yet, and those features would 
require a major rework of existing applications. For now, to avoid proprietary languages and vendor lock-
in and to get access to multi-vendor hardware, it’s best to stick with ISO C++ whenever possible and keep 
the extensions generic.

https://software.seek.intel.com/parallel-universe-magazine
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Numerical sciences are experiencing a renaissance thanks to heterogeneous computing, which opens 
for simulations a quantitatively and qualitatively larger class of problems, albeit at the cost of code 
complexity. The SYCL* programming language offers a standard approach to heterogeneity that is 
scalable, portable, and open. It unlocks the capabilities of accelerators via an intuitive C++ API for 
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15The Parallel Universe

work-sharing and scheduling, and for directly mapping 
simulation domains to the execution space. The latter 
is especially convenient in numerical general relativity 
(GR), a compute- and memory-intensive field where the 
properties of space and time are strictly coupled with the 
equations of motion.

The ECHO code1 for general relativistic magneto 
hydrodynamics (GR-MHD) already features a recent 
HPC-optimized version (ECHO-3DHPC2) that is written 
in Fortran with hybrid parallelism via MPI + OpenMP. 
However, a SYCL rewrite was preferred over further work 
on the legacy code. In this paper, we introduce DPEcho, 
the MPI + SYCL version of GR-MHD. It is used to model 
instabilities, turbulence, propagation of waves, stellar 
winds and magnetospheres, and astrophysical processes 
around black holes. It supports classic and relativistic MHD, 
both in Minkowski or any coded GR metric. Our goals are 
to introduce the public version of DPEcho, to illustrate how 
SYCL is used to express the algorithm of a complex real-
life application, and to quantify the performance achieved 
through this approach.

Getting Started with DPEcho
The public version of DPEcho is available on GitHub under 
an Apache* II license. The code supports CMake and was designed with the interactive terminal user 
interface of ccmake in mind (Figure 1). DPEcho supports several SYCL compilers through this interface. 
The ccmake screen shows the code’s content: GPU support via SYCL queue selectors and MPI, single-
precision, and I/O toggles. Next come the physics and numerical options: The solver can be switched 
between classical MHD and GR-MHD, and one can cycle through the supported GR metrics according to 
the problem of interest (only Cartesian or Minkowski in the public version). The numerical options include 
different orders for numerical derivation (FD), variable grid reconstruction (REC), and Runge-Kutta solver 
steps (NRK: 1-3), similar to the original ECHO code.

CMAKE_BUILD_TYPE Release
SYCL

oneAPI
GPU

ON  
ENABLE_MPI OFF
SINGLE_PRECISION OFF
FILE_IO

VISIT_BOV
PHYSICS

GRMHD
METRIC

CARTESIAN 
FD

4
NRK

2
REC_ORDER 5

SYCL: Select the SYCL target 
architecture
Keys: [enter] Edit an entry [d] Delete 
an entry

[l] Show log output [c]
Configure

[h] Help [q] Quit
without generating

[t] Toggle advanced mode
(currently off)

Figure 1. Interactive ccmake terminal user 
interface of DPEcho 

1  “ECHO: An Eulerian conservative high order scheme for general relativistic magnetohydrodynamics and magnetodynamics,” 
Apr. 2007, doi: 10.1051/0004-6361:20077093.
2 “ECHO-3DHPC: Advance the performance of astrophysics simulations with code modernization,” Oct. 2018, doi: 10.48550/
arxiv.1810.04597.
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The Intel® oneAPI Base Toolkit, a free implementation of the oneAPI specification, and the Intel® oneAPI 
HPC Toolkit were used to build, analyze, and run DPEcho on Intel® CPUs and GPUs. The user can specify 
the mapping of MPI ranks to GPU resources (e.g., tiles) akin to the pinning of MPI ranks to CPU cores.3  
This is done at run time through environment variables. Performance analysis was done using the Intel® 
VTune™ Profiler. Finally, the Intel® MPI Library can operate directly on memory segments located in the 
unified shared memory (USM), for example.

The physics and numerical methods present 
in the public version of DPEcho allow for 
modeling of relativistic magnetized waves, 
such as the planar Alfvén waves, illustrated 
in Figure 2. Interfaces for modeling different 
problems (e.g., GR-MHD blast-waves) 
are present, but require user-defined 
implementations. A development version 
of DPEcho will include different GR metrics 
aimed at modeling the surroundings of 
rotating astrophysical black holes, as well as 
the general infrastructure for handling non-
flat space-times. These features will not be 
released publicly. The authors will instead 
evaluate individual collaboration requests. 
Otherwise, the two versions have similar 
and compatible interfaces.

Main Structure of DPEcho
The main complication during DPEcho development was the redesign of the physical and numerical 
algorithms to support SYCL device-centric constructs. Figure 3 shows the host and device code, 
communication, and flow control of DPEcho. With careful planning and the adoption of USM, we 
were able to keep the main variable in the device memory for the entire run time. Data transfer is thus 
significantly reduced because the ghost layers around each MPI task’s domain (following a decomposition 
in an MPI Cartesian grid) are copied through buffers of minimal size. Output dumping follows similar 
principles, in order not to lock the data on the device for further processing. Even using only simple SYCL 
control constructs (e.g., leaving out workgroups, shared local memory, and queue dependencies), we can 
bypass data-transfer locks and achieve high performance with easily readable source code. Should more 
control be needed in future, these advanced features will be incorporated onto an already efficient basis 
without major foreseeable complications. This exemplifies the major advantages of SYCL.

Figure 2. Rendering of planar Alfvén wave propagation 
in GR (x-velocity component) modeled with the public 
version of DPEcho. The arrows trace the magnetic field 

(uniform in magnitude).

3 “Intel MPI Library Developer Reference - GPU Support.” https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/develop/documentation/
mpi-developer-reference-linux/top/environment-variable-reference/gpu-support.html?wapkw=GPU%20pinning
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17The Parallel Universe

Our USM usage is illustrated in Figure 4. First, we select the target device to offload computation; in this 
case, the default GPU selected by the SYCL runtime. We allocate data directly in the device memory as 
a structure-of-arrays for the vector of unknowns. Allocating each vector component in its own array 
ensures that the runtime is able to partition the data correctly on tiled GPU architectures.

The bulk of the application’s computations 
are performed in the flux computation kernel 
(Figure 5). Aside from the fluxes, later steps 
of the iteration also require the computation 
of the maximum wave propagation speed in 
order to determine a safe timestep increment. 
SYCL supports this through reduction kernels. 
For this, the parallel_for receives the 
shape of the computation plus a shared 
reduction object. In the device execution 
context, each work item then submits its 
local wave speed. Finally, the SYCL runtime 
determines the global maximum.

Figure 3. Logical overview of DPEcho

// Initialize the SYCL device and queue 
sycl::gpu_selector sDev;  sycl::queue qDev(sDev);

 
// Allocate main variables with USM 
double *v[VAR_NUM], *f[VAR_NUM], [...]; 
for (int i=0; i < VAR_NUM; ++i) { 
  // Primitives and fluxes for each variable 
  v[i] = malloc_device<double>(grid.numCells, qDev); 
  f[i] = malloc_device<double>(grid.numCells, qDev); 
  [...] 
}

Figure 4. Allocation of the main variables in 
DPEcho by SYCL* USM for direct device access

https://software.intel.com/articles/optimization-notice#opt-en
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18The Parallel Universe

//-- SYCL ranges: grid size and local workgroup size 
range<3> r = range(grid.nx, grid.ny, grid.nz),  rLoc = range(8, 8, 8); 
  
[..] //-- Main code loops 
  auto maxReduction = sycl::reduction(aMax+directionIndex, sycl::maximum<field>()); 
  qDev.parallel_for(nd_range<3>(r, rLoc), maxReduction, [=](nd_item<3> it, auto &amp;max) {  
   
   id<3> id    = it.get_global_id();              // SYCL indexes and offsets 
   int myId    = globLinId(id, grid.nh, dOffset); // Custom index for ghost layer 
   int dStride = stride(id, myDir, grid.nh);       
             
   // Declaring local variables on GPU registers 
   double vRecR[VAR_NUM], vRecL[VAR_NUM] , ...;  
   Metric g(xCenter, yCenter, zCenter);    // Heart of GR: metric at each grid point 
  
   // Space-aware function to interpolate each variable. -> THINK PARALLEL! 
   holibRec(myId, v, dStride, vRecL,  vRecR); 
   physicalFlux(directionIndex, g, vRecL, vRecR, ...);  
   
   [ ... ] // Compute characteristics from fluxes 
   max.combine(localMax); // for time-stepping 
 

Figure 5. Device code sample in DPEcho: parallel_for construct for flux calculation 
(partially abridged for clarity)

In the kernel, each work item computes the fluxes for a single grid cell. We use Grid, a custom “calculator 
class,” to map the work item global ID to grid cells, offsetting for the ghost layer. The first step is the 
creation of the Metric object, whose components are defined locally in each cell and are computed 
analytically, which helps avoid storing multiple additional variables. Next, for the computation of the 
fluxes, the kernel first needs to interpolate the values of the unknowns at the cell boundaries. We support 
different orders of reconstruction, to be configured at compile-time. This interpolation is performed in 
holibRec. The function uses the work item ID to determine its position in the simulation grid. Although it 
is not currently implemented, this function offers opportunities for work-sharing between neighboring 
work items. For example, the values at the center of the cell might be broadcast between cells to avoid 
redundant loads from global memory. After the interpolation, the computation of the fluxes is purely 
local, and hence embarrassingly parallel.

Performance Comparison
We present a scaling comparison of DPEcho versus the baseline ECHO, running the same problem setup 
(Figure 6). We first conduct a weak scaling test on the Intel® Xeon® 8174 nodes of SuperMUC-NG at 
the Leibniz-Rechenzentrum (Figure 6, left). We observe essentially flawless scaling up to 16 nodes, and 
performance (measured in millions of cell updates per timestep per wall clock second) up to 4x higher 
than the hybrid MPI + OpenMP baseline version. The reduced memory footprint of DPEcho allowed the 
placement of 3843 cells per MPI task, instead of 1923.

https://software.intel.com/articles/optimization-notice#opt-en
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Besides the HPC hardware, we also test consumer-grade hardware (Intel® Core™ i9-9900K CPU 
with Intel® Iris® Xe MAX graphics, codename DG-1). This time we perform a grid-size scaling (Figure 
6, right), always using the full node or device (switching to single-precision because of hardware 
limitations). The baseline performance on the CPU is in line with the HPC results. The inclusion of 
the DG-1 increases performance up to 7x, surpassing even non-accelerated HPC hardware. This is a 
testament to the superior portability and efficiency of SYCL code, making the most efficient use of all 
classes of hardware. 

Outlook and Discussion
DPEcho does not yet include a method to maintain the solenoidal condition of the magnetic field. In 
the original ECHO code, a strategy based on staggering of field components and multi-dimensional 
approximate Riemann solver for magnetic fluxes is adopted. However, this is rather involved, and we 
prefer to provide the community with a simple, extensible code where SYCL plays a fundamental role. 
The same is true for more complex physics, like the inclusion of non-ideal effects (e.g., physical viscosity, 
resistivity, and dynamo terms in the induction equation). The development version will soon include 
curved spacetimes, with a test for the simulation of accretion from a disk onto a black hole in Kerr metric.

The potential of DPEcho, once all minimal upgrades are implemented, will certainly be high. 3D high-
resolution simulations of the accretion inflow and the collimated jet launching from both supermassive 
and stellar-sized black hole systems could be studied in detail, with the potential to resolve in such 
global simulations both the ideal magneto-rotational instability and non-ideal plasmoid instabilities in 
tiny reconnection sites, minimizing the effects of numerical diffusion, which is always present in shock-
capturing codes. For the time being, users are welcome to experiment with what is included the public 
version. Anyone interested in development collaborations is encouraged to contact the authors.

Figure 6. Performance comparison of ECHO (Fortran version) and DPEcho. Left: Double-precision, 
CPU-only weak scaling test on HPC hardware (SKX node of SuperMUC-NG at LRZ). Besides a 

speedup of order 4, the decreased memory consumption allows for simulation boxes up to 8x 
larger. Right: Single-precision test runs, increasing the grid size on consumer hardware (9th Gen 

Intel® Core™ i9 processor with DG1). The discrete graphics need large enough workloads, but 
rewards with performance comparable to non-accelerated HPC hardware.
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BASIC, Pascal, and C were the first programming languages that I learned, but I did my first serious coding 
(i.e., outside of a classroom) in Fortran. I used it almost exclusively for 12 years before switching to C and 
C++ when I joined Intel. I’ve lamented in some of my writings that I haven’t written a line of Fortran in 20 
years. I was even starting to wonder if it was still relevant until my old pal Jim Cownie asked “Is Fortran ‘A 
Dead Language?’” then answered convincingly that it isn’t. So, when a colleague asked me to try out the 
OpenMP* accelerator offload support in our latest Fortran compiler, I jumped at the chance.

You see, I like OpenMP as much as I like Fortran. It has always been an easy way to parallelize code, and 
the OpenMP specification has come a long way since it exploded onto the parallel computing scene 
in 1997. Today, it even supports accelerator offload. So, instead of using SYCL*, my usual language for 
accelerator offload, I’m going to return to my parallel programming roots to demonstrate how to offload 
computations to an accelerator using Fortran, OpenMP, and Intel® oneAPI Math Kernel Library (oneMKL).

Henry A Gabb, Senior Principal Engineer and Editor-in-Chief of The Parallel Universe, 
Intel Corporation

Standard, Open Approaches to Accelerate Common 
Math Operations

Accelerating LU 
Factorization Using 
Fortran, oneMKL, and 
OpenMP*
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If you’ve read some of my previous articles, you know that I like the Fourier correlation algorithm (article, 
webinar, code samples). I’ve used it in my biomolecular docking research and more recently for 2D 
and 3D image alignment. Since I’ve done this algorithm to death, I decided to do something different. 
Let’s see how easy it is to offload linear algebra computations (specifically, LU factorization) to an 
accelerator. An in-depth explanation of LU factorization is not the goal here. Suffice to say that it’s used 
to solve linear systems. If you want more details, the Intel Math Kernel Library Cookbook has some 
good examples: Solving a System of Linear Equations with an LU-Factored Block Tridiagonal Coefficient 
Matrix and Factoring General Block Tridiagonal Matrices. I’m going to walk through a Fortran, oneMKL, 
and OpenMP implementation to illustrate the offload syntax and to highlight host-device data transfer 
in heterogeneous parallelism. I’ll start with the dgetri_oop_batch_strided.f90 example that’s 
included with oneMKL (see Using Code Examples), then modify it to improve efficiency.

The program begins by including the Fortran interfaces for OpenMP offload support, then it decides 
whether to use 32- or 64-bit integer type (see Using the ILP64 Interface vs. LP64 Interface for more 
information) (Figure 1). I’ll make this decision at compile-time, as shown in the compiler commands at 
the end of this article. To complete the setup, I set the number of matrices to factor and their sizes, set 
the dimension and stride parameters required by the oneMKL subroutines, and allocate the work arrays. 
We’re now ready to begin the calculation.

include "mkl_omp_offload.f90" 
 
program sgetri_oop_batch_strided_example 
 
#if defined(MKL_ILP64) 
   use onemkl_lapack_omp_offload_ilp64   ! 64-bit integer type 
#else 
   use onemkl_lapack_omp_offload_lp64    ! 32-bit integer type 
#endif 
 
   integer,   parameter :: n = 10, batch_size = 4 
   integer              :: lda, ldainv, stride_a, stride_ainv, stride_ipiv 
   real,    allocatable :: a(:,:), ainv(:,:) 
   integer, allocatable :: ipiv(:,:), info(:) 
 
   lda         = n 
   ldainv      = n 
   stride_a    = lda    * n 
   stride_ainv = ldainv * n 
   stride_ipiv = n 
 
   allocate(a(stride_a, batch_size), ainv(stride_ainv, batch_size), & 
            ipiv(stride_ipiv, batch_size), info(batch_size))

Figure 1. Setting up the example program. The oneMKL headers and modules that provide 
OpenMP* target offload support are highlighted in blue. Note that the hardcoded matrix dimension 

and batch size parameters are fine for testing, but too small to merit acceleration.
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The GPU that I have handy as I write this article only supports single-precision computations, so 
I’ll be using the Fortran REAL type and the appropriate LAPACK subroutines to compute the LU 
factorization (sgetrf_batch_strided) and out-of-place inversions of the LU-factored matrices 
(sgetri_oop_batch_strided). (Converting back to double-precision is a simple matter of switching 
to Fortran DOUBLE PRECISION type and using the LAPACK dgetrf_batch_strided and dgetri_
oop_batch_strided subroutines.) The original example uses two OpenMP target data regions 
(Figure 2). The target construct transfers control to the device. The first region transfers the input 
matrices [map(tofrom:a)] to the device memory; dispatches the in-place LU factorization (sgetrf_
batch_strided) to the device; and retrieves the LU-factored matrices (now stored in a), pivot indices 
[map(from:ipiv)], and status [map(from:info)] from device memory. If factorization succeeded, 
the program proceeds to the next OpenMP region. The LU-factored matrices and pivot indices are 
transferred back to the device memory [map(to:a) and map(to:ipiv)], the out-of-place inverses are 
computed on the device (sgetri_oop_batch_strided), and the inverses [map(from:ainv)] and 
status [map(from:info)] are retrieved from the device memory.

! Compute LU factorization via OpenMP offload. 
! On entry, A contains the input matrices. 
! On exit, it contains the LU factorizations. 
!$omp target data map(tofrom:a) map(from:ipiv) map(from:info) 
 
    !$omp dispatch 
    call sgetrf_batch_strided(n, n, a, lda, stride_a, ipiv, stride_ipiv, & 
                              batch_size, info) 
!$omp end target data 
 
if (any(info .ne. 0)) then 
    print *, 'Error: sgetrf_batch_strided returned with errors.' 
else 
    ! Compute matrix inverses via OpenMP offload. On exit, the inverses are in Ainv. 
    !$omp target data map(to:a) map(to:ipiv) map(from:ainv) map(from:info) 
 
        !$omp dispatch 
        call sgetri_oop_batch_strided(n, a, lda, stride_a, ipiv, stride_ipiv, & 
                                      ainv, ldainv, stride_ainv, batch_size, info) 
    !$omp end target data 
endif 
 
if (any(info .ne. 0)) then 
    print *, 'Error: sgetri_oop_batch_strided returned with errors.' 
else 
    print '("The calculations executed successfully.")' 

endif

The author of this example program may have used two OpenMP target regions to check the results 
of factorization before proceeding to inversion. The programmer’s caution is admirable, but it causes 
extra host-device data transfer, which is something we really want to avoid in heterogeneous parallel 
programming. Every arrowhead in Figure 3 represents data movement between disjoint memories. 
For example, the input matrices are transferred to the device, then the factors are transferred back to 

Figure 2. Offloading the LAPACK calculations to an accelerator using two OpenMP* target regions, 
one for each LAPACK subroutine. OpenMP directives are highlighted in blue. LAPACK calls are 

highlighted in green.
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the host [map(tofrom:a)]. The same factors are then transferred back to the device [map(to:a)] 
in the next OpenMP target data region. Similarly, the pivot indices are retrieved from the device 
[map(from:ipiv)] after sgetrf_batch_strided returns, then transferred back to the device 
[map(to:ipiv)] for input to sgetri_oop_batch_strided. These matrices are presumably large if 
you’re going through the hassle of heterogeneous computing, so transferring them from host to device 
and vice versa could get expensive in terms of compute and power overhead. The one-dimensional 
status array is not that large, so I’m not as bothered by the map(from:info) transfer.

Ideally, the OpenMP runtime will check if the necessary data is already available in the device memory. 
However, there’s no guarantee that it won’t be flushed or overwritten between the OpenMP target 
regions. We also need to consider the overhead of creating two OpenMP offload regions. It’s better to do 
the entire computation in one offload region (Figure 4).

!$omp target data map(to:a) map(from:ainv) map(from:info_rf) map(from:info_ri) 
 
    !$omp dispatch 
    call sgetrf_batch_strided(n, n, a, lda, stride_a, ipiv, stride_ipiv, & 
                              batch_size, info_rf) 
 
    !$omp dispatch 
    call sgetri_oop_batch_strided(n, a, lda, stride_a, ipiv, stride_ipiv, & 
                                  ainv, ldainv, stride_ainv, batch_size, info_ri) 
!$omp end target data 
 
if (any(info_rf .ne. 0) then 
    print *, 'Error: getrf_batch_strided returned with errors.' 
elseif (any(info_ri .ne. 0) then 
    print *, 'Error: getri_oop_batch_strided returned with errors.' 
else 
    print '("Computation executed successfully")' 

endif

Figure 3. Host-device data transfer for the two OpenMP* target offload regions shown in Figure 2. 
Each arrowhead indicates data movement between the host and device memories.

Figure 4. Offloading the LAPACK calculations to an accelerator using a single OpenMP* target 
region. OpenMP directives are highlighted in blue. LAPACK calls are highlighted in green.
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We can see that there’s less host-device data transfer when we fuse the two OpenMP target regions into 
one (Figure 5). The input matrices (a) are transferred to the device and factored in place. The LU factors 
and pivots (a, ipiv) computed by sgetrf_batch_strided on the device so they’re already in the 
device memory when sgetri_oop_batch_strided is called. We don’t need to transfer them back to 
the host unless we plan to use them later to solve a linear system. If that’s the case, however, we could 
just call sgetrs_batch_strided in the same OpenMP target data region while the necessary input 
data is already in device memory. I’ll leave that as an exercise for the reader.

The example programs described in this article are available at this repository. They contain the code to 
initialize the input matrices and display the output from each step of the computation, which I did not 
include in this article. The commands to build the example programs using the Intel® Fortran Compiler 
and oneMKL, with and without OpenMP, are as follows:

$ ifx -i8 -fpp -DMKL_ILP64 -qopenmp -fopenmp-targets=spir64 -fsycl \ 
  lu_fact_omp_offload_example.f90 -o lu_fact_omp_offload_example.exe \ 
  -L${MKLROOT}/lib/intel64 -lmkl_sycl -lmkl_intel_ilp64 -lmkl_intel_thread \ 
  -lmkl_core -liomp5 -lpthread -ldl 
 
$ ifx -i8 -fpp -DMKL_ILP64 \ 
  lu_fact_omp_offload_example.f90 -o lu_fact_example.exe \ 
  -L${MKLROOT}/lib/intel64 -lmkl_intel_ilp64 -lmkl_intel_thread \ 
  -lmkl_core -liomp5 -lpthread -ldl

The code is the same in either case, which highlights one of OpenMP’s main advantages. Namely, that 
it is non-invasive. The underlying serial code is still intact if the OpenMP directives are ignored by the 
compiler.

The oneMKL functions use SYCL methods to perform accelerator offload, so you have to install and 
configure device drivers and our Data Parallel C++ compiler along with the Intel Fortran Compiler and 
oneMKL. The easiest way to do this is to install both the Intel® oneAPI Base Toolkit and the Intel® oneAPI 
HPC Toolkit. If you’re new to oneAPI or looking for updates, visit Intel oneAPI Toolkits.

Figure 5. Host-device data transfer for the OpenMP target offload region shown in Figure 4. Each 
arrowhead (except the one inside the accelerator device) indicates data movement between the 

host and device memories.
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Note that the array dimensions and batch sizes shown in Figure 1 are fine for testing, but too small to 
benefit from acceleration. Computations should be large enough to amortize the overhead of transferring 
the control flow to the target device and transferring data between disjoint memories. I’ll cover the 
performance characteristics of the example code in a future article, but feel free to experiment with the 
array dimensions and batch sizes to get some idea of when it’s better to leave the computation on the 
host processor rather than offloading it to an accelerator.

I’ve only scratched the surface of OpenMP’s accelerator offload capability. There are many more offload 
constructs described in the OpenMP specification, but Intro to GPU Programming with the OpenMP API 
gives a gentle tutorial. You can experiment with OpenMP accelerator offload on the free Intel® Developer 
Cloud, which has the latest Intel hardware and software installed.

If you’re an animator, digital content creator, architectural engineer, or skilled 
gamer, push the boundaries of visualization with the Intel oneAPI + Rendering 
Toolkit. Learn More >

PODCAST

On a Mission of Disaster Management 
& Scientific Discoveries

LISTEN NOW
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The Challenge
The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) Recommender System Conference organizes an 
annual data science competition called the RecSys Challenge. Intel has participated in this challenge 
for two years. This year, Intel presented the SIHG4SR: Side Information Heterogeneous Graph for 
Session Recommender solution (published in the ACM Digital Library), which placed fourth on the final 
leaderboard (under the team name “MooreWins”).

The RecSyc Challenge 2022 was organized by Dressipi and focused on fashion recommendations. 
The provided dataset contains 1.1 million anonymized online retail sessions over an 18-month period 

Chendi Xue, Machine Learning Engineer, Xinyao Wang, AI Frameworks Engineer, Zhou Yu, 
AI Frameworks Engineer, Jian Zhang, AI Software Engineering Manager, Ke Ding, Principal 
Engineer AI Applied Research, Eric Anderson, AI Frameworks Engineer, and Rita Brugarolas 
Brufau, AI Software Solutions Engineer, Intel Corporation

Intel’s Recommender System Performs Well 
in This Challenge

The Intel® SIHG4SR 
Solution for the ACM 
RecSys Challenge 2022
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(Figures 1 and 2). Each session contains the customer’s activity in one day, with a purchased item as 
a label. Each session resulted in a purchase. The challenge is to predict which item a customer will 
purchase based on a set of descriptive fashion characteristics. Solutions were ranked by mean reciprocal 
rank (MRR) score. Specifically, for each session, given a sequence of potentially purchased items, if the 
actual purchased item is shown with a higher rank, we can get a better MRR. Vice versa, MRR will be lower 
or even zero if the labeled item is lower in the prediction list. For example, if item3 is the actual purchased 
item, while the prediction list is [item2, item3, item1, item0], then MRR=   

Figure 1. Example of an online shopping session

Figure 2. Example of item features

rank of item3

1 1
2= .
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Our Solution
Our SIHG4SR solution uses a graph neural network (GNN) to learn from each session to reveal the 
underlying connection between viewed items and the final purchased item (Figure 3). We first represent 
each session with a graph implemented with Deep Graph Library (DGL), then feed them into the network. 
The model can be divided into three phases: encoding the input graph into three learnable embedding 
tables for item, feature, and category; reshaping feature and category to the same shape as item 
embedding, and then applying an attention readout layer and decoding the features; and fusing two 
independent predictions based on item and side information into one to get final item prediction.

 

This new model leverages heterogeneous graphs to represent each session, and fuses side information 
with sequences features using a novel aggregation strategy. This solution embeds item features as side 
information to better exploit user intent. Enhanced by recursive feature engineering, two-stage training 
strategy, multi-level ensemble, and hyperparameter tuning, we achieved a MRR of 0.20762, placing 
fourth overall.

We convert tabular session data into graphs (Figure 4). Each session is converted to one graph for a 
total of 1.1 million graphs. Each graph has three kinds of edges: those connecting the viewed items 
sequentially, those connecting items with their features, and those connecting features with their 
corresponding category. Items’ sequences play dominant roles in recommendation. By learning the 
viewing history, graph networks can detect different patterns and eventually predict the next click 

Figure 3. SIHG4SR architecture
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or purchased item. Besides that, with the descriptive features of each item and the corresponding 
categories, we can further exploit users’ intent with this rich context. We’ll refer to these item features and 
item features’ category as side information.

The Model
We propose a novel way to aggregate the item and side information, fuse different predictions, and 
enhance accuracy with a weighted loss function.

Aggregation of item and side information: We designed two methods to unify the shape of feature 
and category embeddings. For feature embeddings, we propose a “shuffling” method that sums feature 
embeddings connecting to the same item as new embedding vector. For category embeddings, we use 
a “mean + broadcasting” method that first calculates the mean of feature category embedding, then 
reshapes to item embedding by broadcasting.

Fuse item and side information predictions: We generate a local representation Zl and a global 
representation Zg to capture the user preferences, and then we combine these two representations with 
fixed ratios Zs=αZl+βZg.

Weighted loss: A weighted negative log likelihood (NLL) loss function is used to focus more on newer 
sessions than outdated ones.

Figure 4. Convert tabular data to a heterogeneous graph.
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Feature Engineering Improves Accuracy
Not all features contribute to the model, so selecting useful features to build the graphs is crucial. The 
provided item features contain 74 categories and 904 total unique “category:value” pairs. For example, 
let’s assume feature category 3 is “color.” Then, the feature values belonging to category 3 may be “red” 
or “white” or another color. If a category provides inconsistent information along the history or conflicted 
messages with others, it should be excluded from the graph. Furthermore, we can also generate new 
useful features based on the provided information. We performed 74 tests to exclude individual feature 
categories and then performed another eight tests to exclude combinations of feature categories 
according to previously detected harmful features. Additionally, by analysis of the viewing and purchasing 
timestamp, historical item viewing, and purchasing counting, we created three new features that benefit 
prediction.

Integrating with Intel® End-to-End AI Optimization Kit
Intel® End-to-End AI Optimization Kit is a composable toolkit for end-to-end AI optimization that delivers 
high performance and lightweight models on commodity hardware. We developed it to optimize each 
stage of the AI pipeline, including data processing, training, model optimization, and inference. It includes 
several components: RecDP provides simple APIs to do large-scale data processing, Smart model 
Democratization Advisor (SDA) provides built-in knowledge to optimize and tune models with SigOpt*, 
train-free architecture search kit (DE-NAS) constructs compact neural networks, model adaptor easily 
transfers the pre-learning knowledge to new models.

Hyperparameter Tuning with Smart model Democratization Advisor (SDA)
To get the optimal model architecture, we leveraged hyperparameter tuning to select the best 
parameters. Manual hyperparameter tuning (HPO) requires expertise and is usually error-prune during 
extensive, recursive trials. Thus, we leveraged SDA to do hyperparameter tuning for SIHG4SR (Figure 5).

 
Two-Stage Training Strategy with Model Adapter

As each session only contains one purchased item but several viewed ones, we use a two-stage training 
strategy based on transfer learning methods to dig deeply into the data with the help of Model Adapter 
(Figure 6). In stage one, we focus on the next-click problem. The network is trying to correctly predict 
the next viewed item. With this, we can augment the data size by 5x, which greatly enhances the model. 

Figure 5. Hyperparameter tuning with the Intel® End-to-End AI Optimization Kit
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In stage two, we transfer the knowledge from the next-click to the purchased item prediction problem, 
where only a small dataset is enough to generate the model with accurate prediction. 

Ensemble Multiple Models

To enhance the prediction ability, we build multiple derivative models based on the SIHG4SR architecture 
(Figure 7). These sub-models are created by tuning training strategies, data sampling, node setting, edge 
dropping strategies, and readout and fusion configurations. Finally, we proposed four sub-models named 
as SIHG4SR_V1, SIHG4SR_V2, SIHG4SR_V3, and SIHG4SR_V3_enhanced. We use a two-level ensemble 
strategy and weighted sum the predictions from four models, which significantly helps to reduce the 
generalization error of a single model.

 Summary
The RecSys Challenge 2022 was a session-based recommender problem that provided an anonymized 
dataset to participants. The session data can be either represented with tables or graphs, and we found 
deep learning models show better predicting capability than machine learning methods. Our solution has 
four key contributions:

 • SIHG4SR, a heterogeneous GNN-based model that fuses side information for the session-based 
recommender problem

 • A feature engineering strategy that adds/removes nodes/edges in the graph to improve accuracy

 • The Intel End to End AI Optimization Kit to do hyperparameter tuning and transfer learning

 • A multi-level ensemble strategy to take advantage of multiple models.

This approach achieved a MRR of 0.20762, placing fourth overall.

Figure 6. Transfer learning-based two-stage training with Model Adapter

Figure 7. Model ensemble
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This tutorial shows how to use the Visual Quality Inspection AI Reference Kit to build computer 
vision solutions. The reference kit provides links to various datasets that illustrate the concept of 
visually inspecting damaged products in the manufacturing process. You could play around with any 
manufacturing defects, but we will focus on pill quality in this tutorial. In this dataset, consumer over-the-
counter medical supplements are classified into “good” or “bad” categories. We will be using this dataset 
to transfer learn a pretrained VGG-16 model to create an automated pill quality control tool.

VGG-16 is a convolutional neural network that is 16 layers deep. It was one of the best-performing 
architectures in the ILSVRC 2014. It was the runner-up in the classification task, with a top-five 
classification error of 7.32% (only behind GoogleNet with a classification error of 6.66%). It was also the 
winner of the localization task, with a 25.32% localization error.

Computer Vision for the Pharmaceutical Industry
Good or Bad Pill?

Eduardo Alvarez, Senior AI Solutions Engineer, Intel Corporation
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However, it is very slow to train from scratch. The size of the VGG-16 trained ImageNet weights is 528 
MB. So, it takes quite a lot of disk space and bandwidth, which makes it inefficient. 138 million parameters 
lead to an exploding gradients problem. Therefore, we leverage the Intel® Extension for PyTorch* (IPEX) 
running on an AWS* EC2 m6i.4xlarge instance (3rd Generation 2.9 GHz Intel® Xeon® Platinum 8375C 
processors) to transfer learn the pretrained VGGNet classification architecture on the pill dataset.

IPEX contains optimizations to boost PyTorch* performance on Intel hardware (Figure 1). It includes a 
Python* API that allows users to take advantage of these optimizations by just modifying two or three 
lines of code. Most of the optimizations in IPEX will eventually be included in stock PyTorch releases.

Figure 1. Intel® Extension for PyTorch* (IPEX) speedup in prediction time compared to 
stock PyTorch*. This comparison was done with v1.8.0, but the latest version at the time 

of publication is v1.12.0.
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3rd Generation Intel Xeon processors natively support low-precision BFloat16 with Intel® Advanced 
Vector Extensions (Intel® AVX-512), and future generations will support mixed-precision with Intel® 
Advanced Matrix Extensions (Intel® AMX). With Intel AMX, you’ll be able to train with half-precision while 
maintaining the network accuracy achieved with single precision.

IPEX transparently supports the fusion of frequently used operator patterns, like Conv2D+ReLU, 
Linear+ReLU, etc. to optimize performance even further with TorchScript. It also optimizes operators 
and implements several customized operators. A few ATen operators are replaced by their optimized 
counterparts in IPEX via the ATen registration mechanism. Moreover, some customized operators are 
implemented for several popular topologies. For instance, ROIAlign and NMS are defined in Mask R-CNN. 
IPEX also optimizes these customized operators to improve the performance of these topologies.

Exploratory Data Analysis
Quality control in the pharmaceutical industry is a very critical component. Let’s look at the different 
aspects of acceptable (Figure 2) and defective (Figure 3) pills. Some of the defects to look for are color, 
contamination, cracks, faulty imprints, the wrong pill type, and scratches.

Figure 2. Examples of good/acceptable pills

Figure 3. Examples of bad/defective pills
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A difference analysis of average acceptable and defective pills indicates a defect in the upper-right of the 
pills and what appears to be discoloration on the right side of the pill (Figure 4). This could indicate an 
issue with the manufacturing process that damages the right side of some pills.

 Our Custom VGG-16 Model Definition
We will define a custom multiclass classification model with a VGG-16 feature extractor, pretrained on 
ImageNet, and a custom classification head. Parameters for the first convolutional blocks are frozen to 
allow for transfer learning. This function returns class scores when in training mode, class probabilities, 
and a normalized feature map when in evaluation mode.

If this is your first time seeing a PyTorch model training schema, you’ll notice some boilerplate code 
needs to be written. PyTorch models typically require the following components:

 • Data preparation: Extend the PyTorch Dataset class for data loading and customization. This is useful 
for extracting images from folders, their respective labels, and other necessary metadata.

 • Data loading: PyTorch also provides the DataLoader class to help navigate your Dataset class during 
the training and evaluation of your model. This function is a generator responsible for serving data to 
your model during training and inference.

 • Model definition: Defining a PyTorch model involves defining a class that extends the Module class. The 
constructor (__init__) is responsible for determining the layers of the model, and the forward() function 
defines how to forward propagate the input data through the defined layers of the model.

 • Training function: You will be required to define a loss function and an optimization algorithm for the 
training component.

Figure 4. Result of taking the difference between the average 
acceptable and average defective pills
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The code snippet below represents this example’s model definition (Figure 5). The constructor defines 
the VGG-16 model we are extending and the custom layers we add to the existing architecture. The 
“_freeze_params” method freezes (prevents alteration to layer’s weights for transfer learning) the shallow 
layers of the VGG-16 model by setting requires_grad to False. The forward() method applies weights and 
moves data through the model.
class CustomVGG(nn.Module): 
 
    def __init__(self, n_classes=2): 
        super().__init__() 
        self.feature_extractor = models.vgg16(pretrained=True).features[:-1] 
        self.classification_head = nn.Sequential( 
            nn.MaxPool2d(kernel_size=2, stride=2), 
            nn.AvgPool2d( 
              kernel_size=(INPUT_IMG_SIZE[0] // 2 ** 5, INPUT_IMG_SIZE[1] // 2 ** 5) 
            ), 
            nn.Flatten(), 
            nn.Linear( 
                in_features=self.feature_extractor[-2].out_channels, 
                out_features=n_classes, 
            ), 
        ) 
        # self._freeze_params() 
 
    def _freeze_params(self): 
        for param in self.feature_extractor[:23].parameters(): 
            param.requires_grad = False 
 
    def forward(self, x_in): 
        """ 
        forward 
        """ 
        feature_maps = self.feature_extractor(x_in) 
        scores = self.classification_head(feature_maps) 
 
        if self.training: 
            return scores 
 
        probs = nn.functional.softmax(scores, dim=-1) 
 
        weights = self.classification_head[3].weight 
        weights = ( 
            weights.unsqueeze(-1) 
            .unsqueeze(-1) 
            .unsqueeze(0) 
            .repeat( 
                ( 
                    x_in.size(0), 
                    1, 
                    1, 
                    INPUT_IMG_SIZE[0] // 2 ** 4, 
                    INPUT_IMG_SIZE[0] // 2 ** 4, 
                ) 
            ) 
        ) 
        feature_maps = feature_maps.unsqueeze(1).repeat((1, probs.size(1), 1, 1, 1)) 
        location = torch.mul(weights, feature_maps).sum(axis=2) 
        location = F.interpolate(location, size=INPUT_IMG_SIZE, mode="bilinear") 
 
        maxs, _ = location.max(dim=-1, keepdim=True) 
        maxs, _ = maxs.max(dim=-2, keepdim=True) 
        mins, _ = location.min(dim=-1, keepdim=True) 
        mins, _ = mins.min(dim=-2, keepdim=True) 
        norm_location = (location - mins) / (maxs - mins) 
 

        return probs, norm_location

Figure 5. Custom VGG-16 model class
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Transfer Learning with Intel Extension for PyTorch
As previously discussed, IPEX is used to transfer learn the pretrained VGGNet classification model on 
the pill dataset. Line 11 in the code snippet below shows the call to the IPEX optimize method that 
applies various optimizations to our model (Figure 6). See the official documentation to learn more about 
applying IPEX to models.
# model training starts 
 
# Model Training 
# Intitalization of DL architecture along with optimizer and loss function 
model = CustomVGG() 
class_weight = torch.tensor(class_weight).type(torch.FloatTensor).to(DEVICE) 
criterion = nn.CrossEntropyLoss(weight=class_weight) 
optimizer = optim.Adam(model.parameters(), lr=LR) 
 
# Ipex Optimization 
model, optimizer = ipex.optimize(model=model, optimizer=optimizer, dtype=torch.float32) 
 
# Training Module 
start_time = time.time() 
trained_model = train(train_loader, model=model, optimizer=optimizer, criterion=criterion, epochs=EPOCHS, 
    device=DEVICE, target_accuracy=TARGET_TRAINING_ACCURACY) 
train_time = time.time()-start_time 
 
# Saving hdf5 PyTorch Model 
model_path = f"{subset_name}.h5" 

torch.save(trained_model, model_path)

Let’s evaluate the architecture of our trained model and see the total trained parameters (Figure 7). 
When models are optimized using IPEX, the prefix “_IPEX” is appended to appropriate layers. This is a 
good way to verify that IPEX has been implemented.

from torchsummary import summary 

summary(trained_model, (3, 224, 224))

Figure 6. Model training

https://software.intel.com/articles/optimization-notice#opt-en
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Figure 7. Architecture of the Intel® Extension for PyTorch* (IPEX) model
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Predictions on the hold-out test data show that our model determines that 2/3 of the pictures are “bad” 
pills (Figure 8). Bounding boxes and heatmaps highlight the most prominent defects found on the pill. As 
expected, we see problems with the “FF” imprint, chipping, and discoloration.

 

Conclusions
With just a few additions to our code, we optimized a custom VGG-16 binary classifier on Intel hardware. 
Our ability to transfer learn efficiently allows us to take a pretrained Torch VGG-16 model, transfer learn 
(tune) with images from our pill dataset, and turn it into an efficient classification tool for pharmaceutical 
quality control.

Figure 8. Predictions on three test images from the pill dataset. Red bounding boxes 
surround defects. A heatmap is overlaid and shows concentrations of critical defects.

Intel® DPC++ Compatibility Tool
LEARN MORETransform Your CUDA Applications into Standards-Based 

Data Parallel C++ Code
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Intel recently released new Intel® Arc™ A-Series Graphics hardware, including the Intel Arc A770 high-
performance GPU. While the A770 excels at gaming, digital content creation, and streaming, it is also 
capable of running deep learning (DL) workloads on your personal computer.

TensorFlow* (TF) is an established DL framework. Intel engineered a plugin interface with Google to allow 
TF to target a variety of accelerators, including GPUs and other offload devices. Recently, Intel released 
the Intel® Extension for TensorFlow*, a plugin that allows TF DL workloads to run on Intel GPUs, including 
experimental support for the Intel Arc A-Series GPUs running on both native-Linux* and Windows* 
Subsystem for Linux 2 (WSL2). For running on native Windows, the TensorFlow DirectML Plugin can be 
used.

Chris Lishka, Vivek Kumar, Geetanjali Krishna, and AG Ramesh, Intel Corporation

Fast Deep Learning on Your Personal Computer

Running TensorFlow* 
Stable Diffusion on Intel® 
Arc™ GPUs
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Installing the Intel Extension for TensorFlow on WSL2 with Ubuntu* 20.04 is easy. To illustrate, let’s walk 
through the steps to set up Windows and WSL2 with drivers, runtime packages, TF, and the extension. 
We’ll show how easy it is to run the popular KerasCV* Stable Diffusion capability with TF in a Jupyter* 
notebook for text-to-image generation on an A770 GPU.

Setting Up Ubuntu-20.04 in WSL2
An Alder Lake 12th Gen Intel® Core™ i9-12900 personal computer with an Intel Arc A770 16 GB discrete 
GPU card is used in this article. As a prerequisite, WSL2 should be installed on Windows 11 with an 
Ubuntu-20.04 container. Instructions for setting up the Ubuntu-20.04 container with WSL2 can be found 
here. WSL2 uses a special Linux kernel build that includes DirectX for accessing the GPU in the Windows 
host. This allows the general-purpose GPU compute capabilities to be shared between Windows and 
Linux. Because the GPU is managed by the Windows host, GPU drivers need to be installed in Windows 
itself. To install the low-level drivers for the GPU, the standard installer for Intel Arc Graphics Windows 
DCH Driver should be used. The latest driver (v31.0.101.3490) was installed using the self-installing 
executable.

Setting Up Intel Compute Runtime and oneAPI Packages in 
Ubuntu Linux
Once the drivers are installed on Windows and the Ubuntu-20.04 container on WSL2 is up and running, 
the next step is to install a few Ubuntu/Debian packages using the apt-get command. First, we need to 
add the specific repository for Intel graphics packages to the apt system:

$ sudo apt-get install -y gpg-agent wget 
$ wget -qO - https://repositories.intel.com/graphics/intel-graphics.key | \ 
     sudo gpg --dearmor --output /usr/share/keyrings/intel-graphics.gpg 
$ echo 'deb [arch=amd64 signed-by=/usr/share/keyrings/intel-graphics.gpg] 
     https://repositories.intel.com/graphics/ubuntu focal main' | \ 
     sudo tee /etc/apt/sources.list.d/intel.gpu.focal.list 
$ sudo apt-get update

Once the repository is registered, the Intel runtime packages can be installed using:

$ sudo apt-get install \ 
       intel-opencl-icd=22.28.23726.1+i419~u20.04 \ 
       intel-level-zero-gpu=1.3.23726.1+i419~u20.04 \ 
       level-zero=1.8.1+i419~u20.04

This will install the above packages and any implicit dependencies into Ubuntu 20.04 (running in WSL2).

The Intel Extension for TensorFlow is built using Intel® oneAPI toolkits. As such, some oneAPI runtime 
libraries must also be installed. First, register the Intel oneAPI repositories with the apt system:

https://software.intel.com/articles/optimization-notice#opt-en
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$ wget -O- \ 
   https://apt.repos.intel.com/intel-gpg-keys/GPG-PUB-KEY-INTEL-SW-PRODUCTS.PUB | \ 
   sudo gpg --dearmor --output /usr/share/keyrings/oneapi-archive-keyring.gpg 
$ echo "deb [signed-by=/usr/share/keyrings/oneapi-archive-keyring.gpg] \ 
     https://apt.repos.intel.com/oneapi all main" | \ 
     sudo tee /etc/apt/sources.list.d/oneAPI.list 
$ sudo apt-get update

Then, install the DPC++ and oneMKL runtime packages:

$ sudo apt-get install intel-oneapi-runtime-dpcpp-cpp intel-oneapi-runtime-mkl

(For this article, the versions installed were intel oneapi runtime dpcpp cpp=2022.2.1 16953 and intel 
oneapi runtime mkl=2022.2.1 16993.) This installs just the libraries for running the Intel Extension 
for TensorFlow, but does not include the full development packages for oneAPI (which are much 
larger). If you prefer to install the full oneAPI development package, please see the oneAPI installation 
documentation.

Creating a Python* Virtual Environment
Miniconda* is recommended for using TF with GPUs. Full documentation for creating a conda 
environment for Linux can be found here. As a first step, download and install Miniconda in 
Ubuntu-20.04:

$ curl https://repo.anaconda.com/miniconda/Miniconda3-latest-Linux-x86_64.sh \ 
     -o Miniconda3-latest-Linux-x86_64.sh 
$ bash Miniconda3-latest-Linux-x86_64.sh

Next, install TF and the Intel Extension for TensorFlow into a new environment and update pip to the 
latest version:

$ conda create --name keras-cv python=3.9 
$ conda deactivate 
$ conda activate keras-cv 
(keras-cv)$ pip install --upgrade pip

Now we can install TF (v2.10.0) and the Intel Extension for TensorFlow (v1.0.0):

(keras-cv)$ pip install tensorflow==2.10.0 
(keras-cv)$ pip install --upgrade intel-extension-for-tensorflow[gpu]

The special “[gpu]” syntax at the end of the package name specifies that the GPU backend for the 
extension should be selected.

Installing and Running Stable Diffusion for TensorFlow/Keras
Now comes the fun part. A popular and easy-to-run TF Keras model for Stable Diffusion is available in 
the KerasCV package. We will use this implementation to run text-to-image generation inside a Jupyter 
notebook. First, install the classic Jupyter Notebook package:
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(keras-cv)$ pip install notebook

Next, install KerasCV and the packages it uses, and then start the Notebook server:

(keras-cv)$ pip install keras-cv tensorflow-datasets matplotlib ipywidgets 
(keras-cv)$ jupyter notebook

This will give a URL for connecting to the Notebook server. On Windows, open a browser, and then copy 
and paste the URL into the address field. This should take you to the Jupyter Notebook page.

Now let’s try some text-to-image generation. Create a new notebook and run the following commands. 
Note that most output from the commands have been left out for brevity, but the images generated in 
this run have been kept as an example:

Note that the first run of “model.text_to_image(…)” will incur some startup overhead, but subsequent 
runs will be faster. As the model runs it will show a progress bar, indicating how many steps have been 
completed. When the workload is finished, this progress bar will also indicate how many seconds each 
iteration took as well as the overall time to generate the image. Experimenting with different prompts, 
such as changing what Elvis is riding, should change the image generated. This Stable Diffusion model 
uses randomization, so subsequent runs will create different images from the same prompt.
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Determining if the Intel Arc GPU Was Used
The TF output from the Stable Diffusion model will show if the Intel Arc GPU is used. The Intel Extension 
for TensorFlow uses a device called “XPU” and selects it automatically if an Intel Arc GPU is accessible. 
The TF output will contain something like:

2022-11-10 19:06:45.243358: I  
tensorflow/core/grappler/optimizers/custom_graph_optimizer_registry.cc:114] 
Plugin optimizer for device_type XPU is enabled.

Another method to monitor the Arc GPU usage in real-time is to use the Windows Task Manager. Simply 
start Task Manager, select the Performance tab to get the list of monitored devices, and select the GPU 
device corresponding to Intel Arc A770 graphics. The GPU page will have four panels at the top, each 
with a drop-down menu that allows you to change the view. In one of these panels, choose the Compute 
selection from the drop-down menu. While the Stable Diffusion workload is running in the Ubuntu-20.04 
WSL2 container, you will see computation for the Intel Arc GPU in the Task Manager’s Compute panel in 
Windows while “model.text_to_image(…)” is executing. You should also see activity in panels such as Copy 
and Dedicated GPU Memory Usage. This shows that while the workload is running in Linux (in WSL2), the 
computation is being done on the GPU.

Conclusion
The Intel Extension for TensorFlow allows common DL workloads to run on Intel GPUs. While support for 
the Intel Arc series GPUs is currently experimental, popular models like Stable Diffusion already run well. 
The previous example shows how easy it is to set up an Ubuntu-20.04 container in WSL2 to quickly start 
running DL workloads on an Intel GPU. For further instructions on how to do the same for Intel Arc GPUs 
running in native-Linux (Ubuntu 20.04), please see the complete installation documentation in the GitHub 
repository for the Intel Extension for TensorFlow.

Resources
 • Intel Extension for TensorFlow GitHub repository

 • Intel Extension for TensorFlow pypi.org page

 • Intel Extension for TensorFlow documentation

 • TensorFlow

 • High-performance image generation using Stable Diffusion in KerasCV
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